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3. SOMETHING  
SAFE.

Do cut – just don’t cut yourself! It’s best 
to give cutting tools with built-in safety 
as gifts. Your customers will notice that 
you care about their wellbeing.

5. SOMETHING  
PLEASANT.

Achieve your aim of customer satisfac-
tion and sustain relationships over the 
long term. And your sta� appreciate 
great gifts too...

2. SOMETHING  
USEFUL.

You’ll always benefit from giving away 
a useful cutting tool. It’s something 
everyone will need – sometime, 
 somewhere, somehow. For opening 
packages, cutting paper or cutting film.

LEAVE A LASTING IMPRESSION.

GIVE AWAY...

... OR EVEN  
BETTER USE IT  
YOURSELF!

1. SOMETHING  
INNOVATIVE.

Your business is not run-of-the-mill. 
Your customers aren‘t either. And your 
promotional gifts? Surprise your cus-
tomers with a product that is not the 
norm. A product that is exceptional. 
Innovative.

Note:
This brochure is intentionally written from the perspective of the end customer. The 
person who will use a knife for advertising purposes, regardless of whether they 
order it via the well-assorted promotional products retailer or directly from MARTOR.
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Gifts sustain friendships. Special promotional gifts also nurture relation-
ships. Customer relations. 

There are (at least) five reasons to recommend MARTOR knives. In this 
way, our promotional knives help you to advertise your company, your 
brand or your issue in a likeable and intelligent way.

4. SOMETHING  
DURABLE. 
 
It will remind customers about you over 
the long term. A safety knife of such 
high quality and with your logo means 
customers will want to use it for many 
years to come.



DISCOVER MARTOR. INVEST IN LASTING VALUES.

SECUNORM: high degree of safety 
thanks to the automatic blade retraction 
As with the fully automatic blade with-
drawal, only you need to release the 
slider or lever during cutting. 

We also have other cutting tools such 
as cutters and special knives (scalpels, 
deburring tools, scrapers etc.) which are 
often equipped with manual blade retrac-
tion (= basic safety).

SECUPRO: very high degree of safety thanks 
to the fully automatic blade retraction 
The blade retracts immediately after cutting 
even if you are still holding the slider or the 
lever.

SECUMAX: maximum safety thanks to the 
concealed blade
In these knives, the blade is safely shield-
ed, so doesn’t come into contact with the 
person using it or the boxed goods.

Our safety technologies – 
presented for you:
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Innovation, usefulness, safety, durability and (overall) satisfaction. Who 
doesn’t want to be identified with these values? Convey them using our 
cutting tools – with your branding.

Innovative, because as a market and technological leader, we only 
 give you the best. There’s no di�erence between our promotional and 
 professional tools.

Useful, because our practical and ergonomically shaped knives are not 
only very comfortable to hold, but are also suited to a wide range of 
 cutting materials.

Safe, because our safety technologies e�ectively protect against cutting 
injuries.

Durable, because our cutting tools are made of high-quality materials 
such as aluminium and abrasion-resistant plastic. 

And satisfaction, because... Just ask delighted customers and 
employees yourself!

Speaking of customer relationships: do we know one another yet? 
 MARTOR is the leading international supplier of safety knives. The head-
quarters are in Solingen, the city of knives. Our “safety knives” get their 
name because they are equipped with reliable safety technologies. 

Our cutting tools are used by well-known companies from industry, retail/
logistics and craft trade sectors, e.g. to open packaging safely, quickly and 
easily, and to perform other routine cutting tasks. Or for promotional pur-
poses.

If you want to use our professional tools as promotional knives too, a 
prominent space on the handle is reserved for your branding and your 
message.
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LET YOURSELF BE INSPIRED.

To give you a better idea of everything that is possible, here are a couple 
of examples. Now you just need to use your imagination to replace the 
lettering there with your own ... 

You can find our most popular promotional knives on the following pages, 
with all the necessary information about printable area, the important fea-
tures of the knife and much more.  

The pictograms for the individual products can be found in the flip-out 
page at the end of the brochure. Look for this symbol:

CONCEALED BLADE
SECUMAX 145
SECUMAX 150
SECUMAX VISICUT
SECUMAX POLYCUT
SECUMAX TRENNEX
SECUMAX PLASTICUT
SECUMAX CARDYCUT
SECUMAX 320
SECUMAX 350
SECUMAX EASYSAFE
SECUMAX SOS-CUTTER

FULLY AUTOMATIC 
BLADE RETRACTION
SECUPRO MAXISAFE
SECUPRO MERAK
SECUPRO MARTEGO
SECUPRO 625

AUTOMATIC 
BLADE RETRACTION
SECUNORM SMARTCUT 
SECUNORM 175
SECUNORM HANDY
SECUNORM 300
SECUNORM MIZAR
SECUNORM 500
SECUNORM 525

ARGENTAX
ARGENTAX CUTTEX 9 MM
ARGENTAX CUTTEX 18 MM
ARGENTAX RAPID

SCRAPEX
SCRAPEX CLEANY
SCRAPEX ARGENTAX
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Concealed blade

The blade is not open, but concealed, shielded 

from both people and goods alike. Giving you 

a maximum degree of safety from cut injuries 

whilst cleverly protecting your goods.
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SECUMAX 145
NO. 145001.98

2-in-1 blade head
The blade head provides 
two functions: cutting and 
piercing. Use the knife's 
noses to the left and right 
of the blade to e�ortlessly 
pierce materials (e.g. card 
and film), and the blade 
head’s corners for packing 
tape.

Concealed blade
With a 4 mm blade access, 
the blade is highly con-
cealed. Out of reach for 
fingers but accessible to 
the materials to be cut. And 
contents under the cutting 
surface will also be kept 
safe from contact with the 
cutting edge.

Flat and robust design
It is not just the handle that 
has an extremely flat de-
sign – the cutting channel 
too measures just 1.5 mm, 
requiring less e�ort for 
cutting. The tool also re-
tains its strength – thanks 
to a 0.5 mm blade and 
high-quality plastic.

Light and easy
The SECUMAX 145 is so 
lightweight that users will 
hardly notice it. This is 
aided by the comfortably 
rounded handle at just 4 
mm wide, and thumbs will 
intuitively find their place at 
the ergonomically designed 
grooves.

Clever guide surfaces
A tip from us on cutting 
card: hold the blade at an 
angle to improve cutting! 
It is no accident that the 
guide surfaces are located 
at the front of the knife – 
they aid cutting at the most 
e�ective angle.

Compact design. Powerful performance.
The SECUMAX 145 is our clever, compact safety knife for 
 routine cutting tasks. The glass-fibre reinforced plastic handle 
and 0.5 mm strong blade give it remarkable robustness. At 
just 12 g it is also extremely light. The disposable cutting tool 
easily copes with single-layer cardboard, film and packing 
tape, for example. The two cutting edges are safely con-
cealed to protect fingers.

Videos

Product 
video

Application

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

SECUMAX 145 NO. 145001.98 
loose (100 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

Installed blade

 The blade is moulded into the body of the knife and cannot be changed. 
Blade thickness 0.50 mm.  

Printing process Tampon print

Min. order quantity 100

 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT INFORMATION

ORDER NO.

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 145001.98

Measurements (L x W x H) 118 x 4 x 35.4 mm

Basic material Glass fibre reinforced 
plastic

Weight 12.0 g

Weight per unit (100 in multipack) 1258.0 g

STANDARD COLOURS

Please indicate the required colour when ordering.
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SECUMAX 150
NO. 150001.98

3-in-1 blade head
The SECUMAX 150 fits like a 
glove. It's so comfortable to 
hold, that it feels like an ex-
tension of your hand. With 
it you can cut cardboard, 
split tape, open plastic 
strapping… you can even 
scrape residue o� surfaces.

Concealed blade
This safety knife doesn't 
need a sharp tip to be a 
smart knife. The cutting 
head is flat and relatively 
small, the two noses on 
each side have the per-
fect length to protect, and 
both cutting edges are 
wide enough to safely and 
e�ortlessly cut 2-ply card-
board.

Clever guide surfaces
Another reason why the 
SECUMAX 150 can cut 
through cardboard so 
easily? The guide surfaces 
located right at the front of 
the safety knife help you 
to cut at an angle. Angled 
cutting means less material 
resistance!

No blade change
The SECUMAX 150 is a 
disposable knife. The blade 
can neither get lost nor 
injure you during blade 
change. When the time has 
come, you can easily dis-
pose of the SECUMAX 150 
with your residual waste.

Ergonomically shaped
Right handed? Left hand-
ed? It’s really all the same. 
The SECUMAX 150 fits 
perfectly in any hand. 
Gently arched outer edges, 
coupled with light ribbing 
and a low weight, ensure 
an ergonomic experience.

Full points in three regards.
The SECUMAX 150 resolves several issues in one. With its 
concealed blade, you will never have to worry about injuring 
yourself or damaging your goods. Thanks to its versatility, 
you only need the one tool to cut, scrape and split. And with 
its 24 grams and ergonomic design, the SECUMAX 150 won't 
weigh you down with fatigue after a day of cutting. In short: 
it is the cutting tool you have been waiting for.

Videos

Product 
video

Application

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

 

SECUMAX 150 NO. 150001.98 
loose (10 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

Installed blade

 The blade is moulded into the body of the knife and cannot be changed. 
Blade thickness 0.30 mm.  

Printing process Tampon print

Min. order quantity 100

 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT INFORMATION

ORDER NO.

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 150001.98

Measurements (L x W x H) 148 x 11 x 37.2 mm

Basic material Glass fibre reinforced 
plastic

Weight 24.4 g

Weight per unit (10 in multipack) 295.0 g

STANDARD COLOURS

Please indicate the required colour when ordering.

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES
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SECUMAX VISICUT
NO. 00047012.98

No risk
The SECUMAX VISICUT is a 
disposable knife with an 
injected blade. That's re-
assuring. Your customers 
will not come into contact 
with it, neither when they 
are cutting or at a blade 
change because there isn't 
one.

Large surface
It's not just the surface of 
the cutting tool required for 
safe guiding that is large. 
So too is the space for your 
advertising message which 
is then sure to have the 
required impact.

Long, pointed nose
Why the extra long and 
pointed nose in the 
SECUMAX VISICUT? Because 
you can place it particularly 
well in the spaces in be-
tween. The cutting material 
is also led to the blade in a 
much more reliable way.

For any hand
The SECUMAX VISICUT is 
lightweight and practical. It 
is so practical that you will 
enjoy working longer with 
it no matter whether you 
are right or left handed – 
because this cutting tool is 
always the perfect match.

Ideally placed
An eyelet on the SECUMAX 
VISICUT means it can al-
ways be kept in an easy 
to find place. It also fits in 
any wallet – just like a real 
business card.

Your visiting card. With a blade.
As fragile as the SECUMAX VISICUT may appear, it is a really 
sharp cutting tool. And a popular advertiser too. If you look 
closely, it is like a business card with an in-built quality blade. 
So why not also your new business card? Your name, logo 
and your claim printed on it would always be there when your 
customers, friends and partners open their letters with it.

 

Videos

Product 
video

Application

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

Back

SECUMAX VISICUT NO. 00047012.98 
loose (100 in multipack)

SECUMAX VISICUT NO. 00047022.98 
loose (100 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

Installed blade

 The blade is moulded into the body of the knife and cannot be changed. 
Blade thickness 0.30 mm.  

Printing process Screen print

Min. order quantity 100

 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 00047012.98

Measurements (L x W x H) 69.6 x 2.5 x 41.6 mm

Basic material Plastic

Weight 6.6 g

Weight per unit (100 in multipack) 762.0 g

PRODUCT INFORMATION

STANDARD COLOURS

ORDER NO.

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES
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SECUMAX POLYCUT
NO. 08500012.98

It's all protected
The quality blade is safely 
embedded between the 
nose and the handle. So it 
only cuts what you really 
want to cut. And there is 
no risk to your goods while 
doing so.

Singularly good
The SECUMAX POLYCUT is a 
disposable knife. Since you 
do not have to change the 
blade, neither you nor your 
sta� can come into con-
tact with it. An additional 
benefit as far as safety is 
concerned.

Long, pointed nose
Why the extra long and 
pointed nose in the 
SECUMAX POLYCUT? Be-
cause you can place it par-
ticularly well in the spaces 
in between. The cutting 
material is also led to the 
blade in a much more 
reliable way.

For any hand
The SECUMAX POLYCUT 
is small, light and handy. 
So handy that you can 
gladly work longer with it. 
It doesn't matter whether 
you are right or left-hand-
ed, because this cutting 
tool always fits.

Ideally placed
You won't misplace the 
SECUMAX POLYCUT so 
easily. The safety knife is 
equipped with an eyelet so 
it can be kept in an easy to 
find place.

The all-rounder among specialists.
The SECUMAX POLYCUT is another of our small, plastic dispos-
able knives and is special by being an all-rounder. The larger 
gap between the blade and plastic means it can cut through 
multiple layers of material. Furthermore, with its long point-
ed nose you are able to cut your way through envelopes, 
 between paper rolls and through layers of film. Its slender 
design also enables it to be used in tight spaces.

 

Videos

Product 
video

Application

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

Back

SECUMAX POLYCUT NO. 08500012.98 
loose (100 in multipack)

SECUMAX POLYCUT NO. 08500022.98 
loose (100 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

Installed blade

 The blade is moulded into the body of the knife and cannot be changed. 
Blade thickness 0.30 mm.  

Printing process Front Side: Tampon print;  
Rear Side: Screen print

Min. order quantity 100

 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 08500012.98

Measurements (L x W x H) 76.1 x 3 x 45.1 mm

Basic material Plastic

Weight 6.6 g

Weight per unit (100 in multipack)  742.0 g

PRODUCT INFORMATION

STANDARD COLOURS

ORDER NO.

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES
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SECUMAX TRENNEX
NO. 06200012.98

Double protection
You will only cut what you 
really want to cut with the 
moulded-in blade. That 
means neither yourself nor 
anything coming under the 
area of "cutting material."

Rounded o� nose
The long rounded nose 
compresses the material 
to be cut and guides it 
safely through to the blade. 
This avoids snagging and, 
more importantly, cutting 
yourself.

Singularly good
The SECUMAX TRENNEX is a 
disposable knife. Since you 
do not have to change the 
blade, neither you nor your 
sta� can come into con-
tact with it. An additional 
benefit as far as safety is 
concerned.

For any hand
The SECUMAX TRENNEX 
is small, light and handy. 
So handy that you can 
gladly work longer with it. 
It doesn't matter whether 
you are right or left-hand-
ed, because this cutting 
tool always fits.

Ideally placed
You won't misplace the 
SECUMAX TRENNEX so 
easily. The safety knife is 
equipped with an eyelet so 
it can be kept in an easy to 
find place.

Slices anything that's soft.
The SECUMAX TRENNEX is a disposable knife made of a stable 
plastic. It'll e·ciently cut an array of di�erent materials, but 
does prefer to work with those of a softer substance. Foam, 
pipe insulations, perforated film and coarsely meshed textiles 
are all materials the SECUMAX TRENNEX loves to cut. The tip 
of its nose is significantly rounded. This prevents hooking and 
tripping. Minor detail, major e�ect.

 

Videos

Product 
video

Application

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

Back

SECUMAX TRENNEX NO. 06200012.98 
loose (100 in multipack)

SECUMAX TRENNEX NO. 06200022.98 
loose (100 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

Installed blade

 The blade is moulded into the body of the knife and cannot be changed. 
Blade thickness 0.30 mm.  

Printing process Front Side: Tampon print; Rear 
Side: Screen print

Min. order quantity 100

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 06200012.98

Measurements (L x W x H) 76 x 3 x 45.1 mm

Basic material Plastic

Weight 7.0 g

Weight per unit (100 in multipack)  770.8 g

PRODUCT INFORMATION

STANDARD COLOURS

ORDER NO.

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES
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SECUMAX PLASTICUT
NO. 00046912.98

It's all protected
The quality blade is safely 
embedded between the 
nose and the handle. So it 
only cuts what you really 
want to cut. And there is 
no risk to your goods while 
doing so.

Nose for piercing
You will not put away the 
SECUMAX PLASTICUT so 
easily. That's because it 
is comfortable, light and 
handy. It has a slightly 
raised and pointed nose 
and is therefore ideal for 
piercing into the material   
to be cut.

Singularly good
The SECUMAX PLASTICUT 
is a disposable knife. Since 
you do not have to change 
the blade, neither you nor 
your sta� can come into 
contact with it. An addition-
al benefit as far as safety is 
concerned.

Ideally placed
You won't misplace the 
SECUMAX PLASTICUT so 
easily. The safety knife is 
equipped with an eyelet so 
it can be kept in an easy to 
find place.

 
 

Capable of cutting multiple layers.
The SECUMAX PLASTICUT is di�erent from the other products 
in our range but only in the detail. But you know: that's what 
often matters most. Thanks to the generous gap between 
blade and plastic, the safety knife copes with, for example, 
film and paper in multiple layers. Due to its width of 3 mm, 
cutting curves and cutting in tight spaces is also possible. 
By the way, until its facelift this cutting tool was called the 
SECUMAX POLYPICK.

 

Videos

Product 
video

Application

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

Back

SECUMAX PLASTICUT NO. 00046912.98 
loose (100 in multipack)

SECUMAX PLASTICUT NO. 00046922.98 
loose (100 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

Installed blade

 The blade is moulded into the body of the knife and cannot be changed. 
Blade thickness 0.30 mm.  

Printing process Front Side: Tampon print;  
Rear Side: Screen print

Min. order quantity 100

 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 00046912.98

Measurements (L x W x H) 76 x 3 x 45.5 mm

Basic material Plastic

Weight 6.5 g

Weight per unit (100 in multipack) 800.8 g

PRODUCT INFORMATION

STANDARD COLOURS

ORDER NO.

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES
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SECUMAX PLASTICUT
NO. 00346912.98

It's all protected
The quality blade is safely 
embedded between the 
nose and the handle. So it 
only cuts what you really 
want to cut. And there is 
no risk to your goods while 
doing so.

Nose for piercing
You will not put away the 
SECUMAX PLASTICUT so 
easily. That's because it 
is comfortable, light and 
handy. It has a slightly 
raised and pointed nose 
and is therefore ideal for 
piercing into the material to 
be cut.

Stainless steel blade
Not all film knives are 
equipped with rust-free 
blades. The SECUMAX 
PLASTICUT is an exception. 
What's more: its cutting 
edge is TiN-coated as well. 
Both aspects increase the 
value and durability of your 
cutting tool.

Singularly good
The SECUMAX PLASTICUT 
is a disposable knife. Since 
you do not have to change 
the blade, neither you nor 
your sta� can come into 
contact with it. An addition-
al benefit as far as safety is 
concerned.

Ideally placed
You won't misplace the 
SECUMAX PLASTICUT so 
easily. The safety knife is 
equipped with an eyelet so 
it can be kept in an easy to 
find place.

Capable of cutting multiple layers. Stainless steel.
The SECUMAX PLASTICUT is di�erent from the other products 
in our range but only in the detail. But you know: that's what 
often matters most. Thanks to the generous gap between 
blade and plastic, the safety knife copes with, for example, 
film and paper in multiple layers. Due to its width of 3 mm, 
cutting curves and cutting in tight spaces is also possible. 
The blade is made of stainless steel and the cutting edge is 
TiN-coated.

 

Videos

Product 
video

Application

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

Back

SECUMAX PLASTICUT NO. 00346912.98 
loose (100 in multipack)

SECUMAX PLASTICUT NO. 00346922.98 
loose (100 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

Installed blade

 The TIN-coated stainless steel blade is moulded into the body of the knife and cannot be 
changed. Blade thickness 0.30 mm.  

Printing process Front Side: Tampon print;  
Rear Side: Screen print

Min. order quantity 100

 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT DETAILSNO. 00346912.98

Measurements (L x W x H) 76 x 3 x 45.5 mm

Basic material Plastic

Weight 7.2 g

Weight per unit (100 in multipack) 800.0 g

PRODUCT INFORMATION

STANDARD COLOURS

ORDER NO.

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES
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SECUMAX CARDYCUT
NO. 00546922.98

Safety for all and for 
everything
The injected and concealed 
blade does not come close, 
either to you or to your 
goods. In other words, you 
only cut what you really 
want to cut.

Singularly good
The SECUMAX CARDYCUT 
is a disposable knife. Since 
you do not have to change 
the blade, neither you nor 
your sta� can come into 
contact with it. An addition-
al benefit as far as safety is 
concerned.

Blade right at the front
The SECUMAX CARDYCUT 
comes right to the point, 
since the blade starts right 
at the front. The narrow 
gap between the blade and 
plastic guides the cutting 
material. Both enhan

No rust
Your cutting tool is fitted 
with a stainless steel qual-
ity blade. The TiN coating 
ensures that you can cut 
easily and more e�ec-
tively for longer with your 
SECUMAX CARDYCUT.

Ideally placed
You won't misplace the 
SECUMAX CARDYCUT so 
easily. The safety knife is 
equipped with an eyelet so 
it can be kept in an easy to 
find place.

Ventures where others won't. White and rust-free.
The SECUMAX CARDYCUT in white is also particularly popular 
as a personally printed promotional knife. Its compact design 
and short nose makes it extremely easy to use – for example, 
for curved cuts and cutting in especially narrow gaps. As a 
specialist for cutting thin, single-layer film it is often used, for 
example, in the automotive industry.

 

Videos

Product 
video

Application

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

Back

SECUMAX CARDYCUT NO. 00546922.98 
100 (100 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

Installed blade

 The TIN-coated stainless steel blade is moulded into the body of the knife and cannot be 
changed. Blade thickness 0.30 mm.  

Printing process Front Side: Tampon print;  
Rear Side: Screen print

Min. order quantity 100

 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT DETAILSNO. 00546922.98

Measurements (L x W x H) 71 x 3 x 43 mm

Basic material Plastic

Weight 6.7 g

Weight per unit (100 in multipack) 750.5 g

PRODUCT INFORMATION

STANDARD COLOURS

ORDER NO.

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES
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SECUMAX 320
NO. 32000112.92

Safety first
The concealed blade and 
rounded nose reliably pro-
tect you and your products. 
Furthermore, the knife 
head has been significantly 
strengthened making it 
more robust and longer 
lasting.

Blade change made easy
Another benefit for han-
dling and safety is the 
newly designed blade 
change. Simply lift up the 
blade change button and 
remove the cover. You can 
then directly access the 
4-cutting edge blade.

Perfect ergonomics
Can you feel the di�erence? 
The new handle shape with 
the finger friendly contours 
fits like a glove. The preset 
cutting angle is also kind to 
the hand and arm helping 
you to position the knife for 
cutting.

Optimised blade area
Just two examples: The 
cutting channel is formed 
so that your safety knife 
moves away the freshly cut 
material even faster. Di-
agonal cuts are also easier 
than ever to perform. Your 
benefits: Less e�ort re-
quired for the task.

Two splitting depths
When splitting tape, you 
now have a choice of depth 
between 5 mm and 3.5 
mm ¸ for even more goods 
protection. Just open the 
handle, turn around the 
splitter, finished. Working 
with the splitter is just as 
uncomplicated. Pierce the 
tape and away you go.

COMBI reloaded. The new generation.
The SECUMAX COMBI was always in a class of its own as a 
film cutting expert – until it found its legitimate successor. 
The new SECUMAX 320 makes an instant impression with 
its outstanding design. And if you look more closely, you 
will appreciate its inner values. For example, in comparison 
to its predecessor, the perfected ergonomics and the com-
pletely overhauled blade change. What about the subject of 
"the highest level of work safety"? It has always been in the 
 COMBI’s DNA – and so it will remain that way.

Videos

Product 
video Printing process Tampon print

Min. order quantity 100

Application

C
S

 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 32000112.92

Measurements (L x W x H) 158 x 13 x 56 mm

Basic material Glass fibre reinforced 
plastic

Weight 47.4 g

Weight per unit (single unit box) 65.0 g

SECUMAX 320 with INDUSTRIAL BLADE NO. 92043 NO. 32000112.92 
1 in single unit box (10 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

PRODUCT INFORMATION

STANDARD COLOURS

ORDER NO.

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES
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SECUMAX 350
NO. 350001.92

2-in-1 blade head
Double function, double 
use: with two cutting edg-
es and two tape splitters, 
this multifunctional blade 
head exceeds itself. Before 
you need to change the 
blade, flip it over once to 
use the second side.

Concealed blade
The SECUMAX 350 is a 
smart safety knife. It's 
fitted with a double-sided 
overmoulded blade, the 
noses have the perfect 
length to protect. The 
two cutting edges are 
wide enough to safely 
and e�ortlessly cut 2-ply 
 cardboard.

Spare blade in storage
Blade change is easily and 
safely executed. Look for 
the arrow and follow its 
lead. Open the blue inner 
side of the knife to re-
veal the spare blade. The 
mounted blade will simul-
taneously unlatch.

Light and easy
A cutting heavyweight, but 
with only 37 grams, this 
knife is rather lightweight. 
Meaning that even high 
cutting frequencies won't 
weigh you down. There's 
no need to stress when 
handling the blade either: a 
plastic jacket protects your 
fingers.

Ergonomically shaped
Right handed or left hand-
ed? It’s really all the same. 
The SECUMAX 350 fits per-
fectly in any hand. Gently 
arched outer edges, cou-
pled with suitably located 
soft grip and light ribbing 
make for an ergonomic 
experience.

More fun while you work? Try it out.
The SECUMAX 350 is a combination of versatility, comfort 
and safety. A maximum degree of safety. Featuring an in-
novative blade change, this knife is multi-talented. It can be 
used to cut all standard materials, from film to plastic-strap-
ping, from paper to 2-ply cardboard. It splits adhesive tape 
easily too. And it is so comfortable to hold that you won't 
want to put it down.

Videos

Product 
video Printing process Tampon print

Min. order quantity 100

Application

 

PRODUCT FEATURES 

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 350001.92

Measurements (L x W x H) 154 x 12 x 40 mm

Basic material Glass fibre reinforced 
plastic

Weight 37.0 g

Weight per unit (single unit box) 45.0 g

SECUMAX 350 with SECUMAX-BLADE NO. 3550 NO. 350001.92 
1 in single unit box (10 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

PRODUCT INFORMATION

STANDARD COLOURS

ORDER NO.

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES
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SECUMAX EASYSAFE
NO. 121001.92

For people and goods
The concealed blade pro-
vides reliable protection to 
you and your goods. And 
your company? It benefits 
too, naturally. Productivity 
is high when everything 
goes smoothly.

Ergonomic handle
Your cutting tool never 
leaves your hand? Then 
it is even more important 
that it is as comfortable as 
possible, and that it causes 
as little fatigue as possible. 
The ergonomic handle is 
designed with you in mind.

Lockable blade
This safety knife is lockable. 
With a specially shaped key, 
you can lock it, and thereby 
prohibit blade change. This 
is a particularly interesting 
feature for all sensitive 
work places.

For packaging tape
You might be wondering 
what the small metal 
plate on the top side of 
the SECUMAX EASYSAFE 
does… Try it out! Set the 
plate against the tape of a 
taped box, apply enough 
pressure to pierce the tape, 
and slice!

4-cutting edge blade
Why do you benefit more 
from your blade? With its 
four sharp edges, it can be 
rotated four times. That's 
why. The result? Blade life 
is quadrupled and you stay 
sharp for longer.

It's all easy. It's all safe.
The SECUMAX EASYSAFE convinces with its special features. 
The prominent and pointed nose of the cutting tool easily 
pierces plastic sacks and film-wrapped pallets. The concealed 
blade easily cuts the sacks and film. An integrated material 
guide makes it easier to cut thin film and paper sheets; even 
single layers won't jam. What about thin textiles or plastic 
strapping band? Not a problem for the concealed blade.

Videos

Product 
video Printing process Screen print, Tampon print

Min. order quantity 100

Application

 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 121001.92

Measurements (L x W x H) 207 x 10 x 66 mm

Basic material Glass fibre reinforced 
plastic

Weight 66.3 g

Weight per unit (single unit box) 88.0 g

SECUMAX EASYSAFE with  INDUSTRIAL BLADE NO. 45 NO. 121001.92 
1 in single unit box (10 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

Back

PRODUCT INFORMATION

STANDARD COLOURS

ORDER NO.

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES

70% of original size
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SECUMAX SOS-CUTTER
NO. 537.98

Handy shape
You can work with the 
SECUMAX SOS-CUTTER par-
ticularly e�ectively if you 
put a finger through the 
opening. Or, on the other 
hand, you can push com-
fortably supported by the 
flat design and the rounded 
edges.

Practical eyelet
The SECUMAX SOS-CUTTER 
is just as much a part of 
your vehicle as the first-aid 
set. Your safety knife has 
an eyelet for attaching so 
that it is handy in emer-
gencies.

Perfect place
As an alternative, you can 
attach the safety knife 
using the integrated velcro 
fastener. On the dash-
board, for example. That 
makes it available quickly 
without it "flying around" in 
the vehicle.

 
 

 
 

At your side in an emergency.
Safety belts are important for survival. They can however 
be a hindrance in the aftermath of an accident. They can 
trap injured people in dangerous situations. The SECUMAX 
SOS-CUTTER provides the perfect solution. You can use it to 
reliably cut through any safety belt, whether as a doctor, par-
amedic or accident witness. The safety knife is also suitable 
for cutting through clothing, which in some cases also has to 
be removed.

Application

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

SECUMAX SOS-CUTTER NO. 537.98 
loose (10 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

Installed blade

 The blade is moulded into the body of the knife and cannot be changed. 
Blade thickness 0.30 mm.  

Printing process Screen print

Min. order quantity 100

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

 PRODUCT INFORMATION

ORDER NO.

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 537.98

Measurements (L x W x H) 124 x 8.5 x 43.5 mm

Basic material Plastic

Weight 27.5 g

Weight per unit (10 in multipack) 300.3 g

STANDARD COLOURS

Please indicate the required colour when ordering.

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES



Fully automatic blade retraction

The intelligent cutting tool: as soon as the blade 

leaves the cutting material, it withdraws fully au-

tomatically into the handle - without you having 

to do anything. That's what we call "a very high 

degree of safety".
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SECUPRO MAXISAFE
NO. 10139912.92

Ergonomic handle
The plastic handle now 
sits even better in the 
hand thanks mainly to the 
new shape of the knife's 
back. The slider and blade 
change button have also 
been improved for efficient 
operation..

3-sided slider
From the right? From the 
left? From above? Re-
gardless of how you want 
to activate the blade, all 
options are available with 
the SECUPRO MAXISAFE. 
What's more, the 3-sided 
slider is now grooved for 
better grip.

At the press of a button
Your two hands alone are 
enough to change the 
blade. And these short in-
structions: press the blade 
change button and swing 
open the handle. Push the 
blade carrier to the front 
and you can change the 
blade. It’s that easy.

Metal guard
SECUPRO MAXISAFE is not 
afraid of a little friction. A 
metal abrasion protection 
shield, found on the un-
derside of the knife head, 
works to prevent any 
general wear and tear as 
you cut your path through 
the day.

2-cutting edge blade
Don't change your blade 
the moment the tip turns 
blunt. Double the usage 
time of your blades and 
minimize wastage by al-
ways remembering to flip 
them over. Don't forget: 
there are two sides to 
every blade!

Perfect handling – from every side. With trapezoid blade.
The SECUPRO MAXISAFE has been making an impression for 
more than 15 years due to its lightness and wide range of 
applications. The safety knife has now reached new levels of 
ergonomic design. Just hold the 3-sided slider in your hand 
and try it out ... notice the difference? And it still has all the 
tried and tested features – such as fully automated blade 
retraction and a robust handle made from high-quality plastic.

Videos

Product 
video Printing process Screen print

Min. order quantity 100

Application

C
S

 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 10139912.92

Measurements (L x W x H) 148 x 18 x 42 mm

Basic material Glass fibre reinforced 
plastic

Weight 64.0 g

Weight per unit (single unit box) 80.7 g

SECUPRO MAXISAFE with TRAPEZOID BLADE NO. 99 NO. 10139912.92 
1 in single unit box (10 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

PRODUCT INFORMATION

STANDARD COLOURS

ORDER NO.

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES
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SECUPRO MERAK
NO. 124001.92

Ergonomic form
Whether with the right 
hand or the left hand: you 
will use the SECUPRO MER-
AK gladly and e�ectively. 
The safety knife is shaped 
with ergonomics in mind, 
and the force required to 
activate and release the 
lever is appropriately min-
imal, even at high cutting 
frequencies.

Safe blade change
You can change your blade 
without any additional 
tools, and without disman-
tling the SECUPRO MERAK. 
You have nothing to lose: 
an integrated magnet 
prevents the blade from 
falling out.

Light and stable
A particularly abrasion 
resistant plastic has been 
used for the SECUPRO 
MERAK. Nevertheless, it 
has a comfortable weight. 
Your cutting arm is protect-
ed from fatigue, and your 
safety knife from wear and 
tear.

Press for safety
You can prevent uninten-
tional blade activity by 
activating the small blue 
blade lock. Simply press 
against the pictured lock to 
protect yourself from injury 
whenever your safety knife 
is stationary.

4-cutting edge blade
One blade, four sharp 
edges. You clearly get more 
out of your blade; four 
times more in fact. Rotat-
ing the blade allows you to 
cut with a constant cutting 
force, all the way through 
your work day.

Safety, comfort? Everything under (lockable) control!
The SECUPRO MERAK is our practical squeeze-grip safety 
knife with fully automatic blade retraction. With SECUPRO 
MARTEGO’s “little brother” we have thought about one thing 
in particular: you. The lightweight and user friendly SECUPRO 
MERAK lets you work safely, with little risk of cutting exhaus-
tion. And there’s much more: thanks to a shallow cutting 
depth, your goods are also well protected. No matter what 
material you cut.

Videos

Product 
video Printing process Tampon print with  

heat treatment

Min. order quantity 100

Application

C
S

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 124001.92

Measurements (L x W x H) 128 x 18 x 50 mm

Basic material Glass fibre reinforced 
plastic

Weight 59.0 g

Weight per unit (single unit box) 76.0 g

SECUPRO MERAK with INDUSTRIAL BLADE NO. 92 NO. 124001.92 
1 in single unit box (10 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

Back

PRODUCT INFORMATION

STANDARD COLOURS

ORDER NO.

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES
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SECUPRO MARTEGO
NO. 122001.92

Perfect handling
The advantages of the 
SECUPRO MARTEGO lie in 
your hands. The ergonomic 
squeeze-grip, the soft grip 
for better handling, the 
“pre-set” cutting edge; 
these three factors guar-
antee an ergonomic expe-
rience.

Change safely
When you need to change 
the blade, you can do so 
without any additional 
tools. Here, the “attraction” 
of the SECUPRO MARTEGO 
is revealed: the integrated 
magnet ensures that the 
blade cannot fall out.

Everything under control
It's all about aluminium. 
The powder-coated metal 
body does not only con-
tribute to the SECUPRO 
MARTEGO’s extraordinary 
design. It credits the safety 
knife with extreme robust-
ness and durability.

Blade lock for extra pro-
tection
Your SECUPRO MARTEGO 
accompanies you on your 
job at every cut and turn? 
Glad to hear it. But always 
press the blue blade lock 
when you’ve finished 
cutting! This way the blade 
cannot make a surprise 
appearance.

4-cutting edge blade
The Solingen quality blade, 
with its four sharp edges, 
can be rotated multiple 
times. It's worth it! In the 
meantime, a relatively 
small cutting depth pro-
tects your goods from 
unnecessary damage.

For highest demands.
A cutting tool in which function and design go hand in hand? 
Meet the SECUPRO MARTEGO, our prize winning squeeze-
grip safety knife with fully automatic blade retraction. Get 
used to the word “very” in its presence: it's very safe, very 
robust, very ergonomic, very versatile, and made to very high 
standards. This knife is not only suitable for both right and 
left-handed users, but also for those with larger hands.

Videos

Product 
video Printing process Screen print, Tampon print

Min. order quantity 100

Application

C
S

 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 122001.92

Measurements (L x W x H) 155 x 18 x 48.5 mm

Basic material Aluminium

Weight 105.0 g

Weight per unit (single unit box) 124.0 g

SECUPRO MARTEGO with INDUSTRIAL BLADE NO. 92 NO. 122001.92 
1 in single unit box (10 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

Back

PRODUCT INFORMATION

STANDARD COLOURS

ORDER NO.

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES
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SECUPRO 625
NO. 625001.92

Excellent ergonomics
We have rarely produced a 
cutting tool before that fits 
so perfectly into the heavy 
users hand as the SECUPRO 
625. The long and smooth 
lever, the round shape of 
the handle and the soft 
grip at the back of the knife 
– it’s more than worth 
testing it!

Robust and balanced
You can see and feel that 
the handle is made of 
high-quality aluminium. Its 
robust construction goes 
hand in hand with an op-
timal weight distribution. 
Consequently, there’s al-
most no risk of weakening 
for tool and user. Not even 
when cutting very heavily.

Large cutting depth
The long blade extension is 
ideal for cutting up to 3-ply 
cardboard boxes, rubber, 
material on reels and many 
more applications. The 
blade can be changed in a 
few steps – by operating 
the blade change button 
and pressing the lever, it 
can be easily pulled out.

For many cutting types
The overall package of 
the SECUPRO 625 is quite 
unique – and so are all sep-
arate features. Even saw 
cutting is safe – thanks to 
the protecting blade retrac-
tion. And you can enlarge 
the number of di�erent 
application areas by simply 
installing one of the option-
al blades.

Safe along the line
While you rely on the blade 
retraction at the front part 
of the handle, there’s an-
other safety feature built in 
for even more protection. 
You can lock the lever and 
thus avoid that the blade is 
released unintentionally.

Long lever. Long blade. Long-lasting enjoyment.  
With rounded-tip trapezoid blade.
The SECUPRO 625 is at the forefront of our ergonomic 
squeeze-grip knives. Its aspiration is very clear: premium. 
 Because it o�ers all that professional users require: an al-
uminium handle, an easy and smooth lever to release the 
blade, a large cutting depth combined with a very high safety 
due to the fully automatic blade retraction and a comfortable 
blade change. All in all, you will know that you have a high-
end cutting tool in your hands.

Videos

Product 
video Printing process Screen print

Min. order quantity 100

Application

C
S

 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 625001.92

Measurements (L x W x H) 154 x 22 x 67 mm

Basic material Aluminium

Weight 151.0 g

Weight per unit (single unit box) 165.0 g

SECUPRO 625 with TRAPEZOID BLADE NO. 60099 NO. 625001.92 
1 in single unit box (10 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

Back

PRODUCT INFORMATION

STANDARD COLOURS

ORDER NO.

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES



Automatic blade retraction

Thumbs up for a high degree of safety. As 

soon as you start cutting, remove your thumb 

from the slider. The blade will disappear into 

the handle the moment it loses contact with 

the material being cut.
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SECUNORM SMARTCUT NO. 110000.98 
loose (20 in multipack)

SECUNORM SMARTCUT NO. 110000.92 
1 in single unit box (20 in multipack)

SECUNORM SMARTCUT
NO. 110000.98

One use, two advantages
The SECUNORM SMARTCUT 
is a disposable safety knife. 
For you, that means: no 
risk of injury when chang-
ing the blade. The blade 
will also not get lost in the 
production process.

Slider on both sides
With the right hand? With 
the left hand? This question 
does not arise. Because we 
have fitted the SECUNORM 
SMARTCUT with a slider 
that is accessible from both 
sides. Choose for yourself!

Light and easy
At only 17 g, the 
 SECUNORM SMARTCUT is a 
genuine light weight. This 
also contributes to quick 
and e·cient cutting. With-
out hands and arms getting 
tired.

Perfect handling
The product does not 
only look handy. Its small, 
rounded handle really sits 
comfortably in your hand. 
And there’s much more: So 
that your thumb doesn’t 
slip, the slider has grooves.

You can’t lose it
As compact as the 
 SECUNORM SMARTCUT is 
–  there is an eyelet for 
tethering the safety knife 
to you or the work station.

Yes, a cutting tool can be this SMART.
Make one cut with this safety knife and you'll know imme-
diately why it's called a SMART cut. Its light and compact 
shape is SMART. The fact that it is suitable for almost all types 
of cutting material is SMART. Automatic blade retraction in 
such a small housing is SMART. Its immense popularity as an 
 attractive promotional knife definitely proves its SMARTness.

 

Videos

Product 
video

Application

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front Printing process Screen print

Min. order quantity 100

 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

 PRODUCT INFORMATION

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 110000.98

Measurements (L x W x H) 110 x 12.5 x 25 mm

Basic material Plastic

Weight 17.2 g

Weight per unit (10 in multipack) 379.1 g

ALL MODELS 

Installed blade

 The blade cannot be changed. Blade thickness 0.63 mm.  

ORDER NO.

STANDARD COLOURS

Please indicate the required colour when ordering.

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES
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SECUNORM 175
NO. 175001.92

Ergonomic handle
MARTOR wants to make 
your work easier for you, 
which is why we always 
have ergonomics in mind. 
With its small size and 
rounded o� end, there's 
nothing uncomfortable 
about this knife. A grooved 
slider o�ers grip for even 
better handling.

Easy blade change
Once again we've improved 
blade change. Simply press 
the blade change button 
and pull to open the han-
dle. The slider automatically 
folds up, revealing the 
blade. Rotate or change 
and continue cutting.

Double-sided slider
The SECUNORM 175 is user 
friendly in the best sense 
of the word. And with 
its double sided slider, it 
is suitable for both, right 
and left handed users. No 
modification required.

Practical eyelet
A cutting tool as handy as 
the SECUNORM 175 fits 
in your pocket. Mostly! To 
make your safety knife 
available even faster, you 
can pull a strap through the 
eyelet. And hang it around 
your wrist, for example.

4-cutting edge blade
Why do you benefit more 
from your blade? With its 
four sharp edges, it can be 
rotated four times. That's 
why. The result? Blade life 
is quadrupled and you stay 
sharp for longer.

Surprisingly comfortable, incredibly capable.
The SECUNORM 175 enriches our range of popular small box 
cutters. Its unique features include the cleverly-designed and 
incredibly easy blade change system. Other highlights include 
its ergonomic handle, double-sided slider and a fresh design. 
The SECUNORM 175 is a versatile cutting tool that apart from 
cardboard boxes, also masters bags, films and strappings.

Videos

Product 
video Printing process Tampon print

Min. order quantity 100

Application

 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 175001.92

Measurements (L x W x H) 109.5 x 13.5 x 34 mm

Basic material Glass fibre reinforced 
plastic

Weight 31.0 g

Weight per unit (single unit box) 36.0 g

SECUNORM 175 with INDUSTRIAL BLADE NO. 45 NO. 175001.92 
1 in single unit box (20 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

PRODUCT INFORMATION

STANDARD COLOURS

ORDER NO.

Please indicate the required colour when ordering.

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES
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SECUNORM HANDY
NO. 445.92

Double-sided slider
With the right hand? With 
the left hand? It’s all the 
same. We have fitted the 
SECUNORM HANDY with 
a slider that is accessible 
from both sides. Now that's 
handy!

Small, but robust
Don't take this safety knife 
at face value. It is small, 
but it is tough. The plastic 
insert sits snug within 
a coated metal handle. 
 Light and compact, the 
 SECUNORM HANDY will 
guide you through thick 
and thin, long term.

Handy format
The SECUNORM HANDY 
can slip into every pocket. 
For times when it's not in 
use. When in use, you will 
appreciate its lightness and 
size. Ribbing on the slider is 
a grippy bonus.

Tool-less blade change
Changing the blade is sim-
ple. And tool-less. Simply 
pull the plastic insert out 
of the handle. Rotate or 
change the blade, replace 
the insert, job done!

4-cutting edge blade
Why do you benefit more 
from your blade? With its 
four sharp edges, it can be 
rotated four times. That's 
why. The result? Blade life 
is quadrupled and you stay 
sharp for longer.

A classic, in pocket form.
The SECUNORM HANDY is compact, but don't be fooled! Be-
ing handy doesn’t mean it’s quaint. This is a cutting tool with 
“bite” and all the qualities required for the job. Compact yet 
versatile, lightweight but extremely handy, the SECUNORM 
HANDY is suitable for a variety of cutting applications. High 
frequency cutting is no problem.

Printing process Screen print

Min. order quantity 100

Application

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 445.92

Measurements (L x W x H) 100 x 7.8 x 25.5 mm

Basic material Steel

Weight 35.0 g

Weight per unit (single unit box) 38.0 g

SECUNORM HANDY with INDUSTRIAL BLADE NO. 45 NO. 445.92 
1 in single unit box (20 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

Back

PRODUCT INFORMATION

STANDARD COLOURS

ORDER NO.

Please indicate the required colour when ordering.

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES
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SECUNORM 300
NO. 30000412.92

Ergonomic handle
The excellent ergonomics 
can be felt all over the 
 SECUNORM 300, for exam-
ple in the newly shaped 
handle which fits comfort-
ably into the hand. Or in 
details such as the nicely 
rounded knife end or the 
non-slip soft grip on the 
slider.

Pleasantly light
Like its predecessor, the 
SECUNORM 300 also im-
presses with its lightness. 
For just 52 grams you get 
a comfortable and versatile 
professional cutting tool.

Abrasion resistant
The SECUNORM 300 is 
made of a glass fibre re-
inforced plastic, making 
it particularly abrasion 
resistant. Your safety knife 
therefore stays in top 
form even when in heavy 
contact with the cutting 
material.

Increased cutting depth
The increased cutting 
depth further expands the 
range of applications. Even 
frequent cutting is easy – 
another benefit of the new 
design with its outstanding 
ergonomics.

Optimal blade changing
Just pressing the blade 
change button allows you 
to remove the plastic insert 
with the blade. The click-in 
blade cover and integrated 
magnet make blade chang-
ing even easier and safer.

Surprisingly light. Convincingly good. With trapezoid blade.
The SECUNORM 300 is the SECUNORM 500’s “little brother” 
and a further development of the SECUNORM PROFI LIGHT. It 
retains a pleasant lightness as well as the proven automatic 
blade retraction. You’ll discover much more in the optimised 
SECUNORM 300 all-rounder. For example, the especially ergo-
nomic design, an increased cutting depth, the new soft grip, 
and extremely user-friendly blade changing.

 

Videos

Product 
video Printing process Tampon print

Min. order quantity 100

Application

C
S

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 30000412.92

Measurements (L x W x H) 143 x 16 x 36 mm

Basic material Glass fibre reinforced 
plastic

Weight 52.0 g

Weight per unit (single unit box) 66.0 g

SECUNORM 300 with TRAPEZOID BLADE NO. 5232 NO. 30000412.92 
1 in single unit box (10 in multipack)

SECUNORM 300 with TRAPEZOID BLADE NO. 65232 NO. 30000112.92 
1 in single unit box (10 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

PRODUCT INFORMATION

STANDARD COLOURS

ORDER NO.
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SECUNORM MIZAR
NO. 125001.92

Ergonomically shaped
Right-handed? Left-hand-
ed? It makes no di�erence 
with the SECUNORM MIZAR. 
Its ergonomically designed, 
lockable squeeze grip 
comfortably fits all hands. 
Making cutting super easy. 
Regardless of the number 
of cuts you make per day.

Plastic with a content
A glass fibre content, to be 
precise. These fibres are 
what make the SECUNORM 
MIZAR super strong and 
super solid. The durability   
of this safety knife is  
remarkable.

Easy blade change
No tools are needed to 
change the blade. Two 
hands can do the job. Move 
the 3-in-1 safety lock to 
position "blade change". 
Swing out the lever, flip 
the blade cover, replace 
the blade. Close the cover, 
store the lever, continue 
cutting!

Multipurpose locking 
 function
The SECUNORM MIZAR 
3-in-1 safety lock is unique. 
Slide it to lock and unlock 
your cutting tool. And 
when necessary, move it to 
position 3 to safely change 
or rotate the blade.

2-cutting edge blade
Before you need to change 
the quality blade, you 
have the chance to turn it 
over once. Usage time of 
the blade is doubled and 
fatigue is held at bay: with 
a simple flip of the blade, 
your product will cut like 
new.

More leverage, more performance.
The slimline SECUNORM MIZAR is your gateway into our world 
of quality squeeze-grip knives. Instead of a slider, a lever is 
responsible for releasing the blade. Squeeze and cut. Thanks 
to a relatively large cutting depth, you can use this safety   
knife to cut all common cutting materials. E·ciently. Its 
 slender, no-fuss form, simultaneously allows a wide variety 
of cutting styles.

Videos

Product 
video Printing process Tampon print  

with heat treatment

Min. order quantity 100

Application

C
S

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 125001.92

Measurements (L x W x H) 139 x 15.6 x 50.5 mm

Basic material Glass fibre reinforced 
plastic

Weight 59.0 g

Weight per unit (single unit box) 75.0 g

SECUNORM MIZAR with TRAPEZOID BLADE NO. 5232 NO. 125001.92 
1 in single unit box (10 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

Back

PRODUCT INFORMATION

STANDARD COLOURS

ORDER NO.

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES
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SECUNORM 500
NO. 50000412.92

Ergonomic handle
The excellent ergonomics 
can be felt all over the 
 SECUNORM 500, for exam-
ple in the newly shaped 
handle which fits comfort-
ably into the hand. Or in 
details such as the nicely 
rounded knife end or the 
non-slip soft grip on the 
slider.

Abrasion resistant
The robust aluminium 
handle is designed for the 
most demanding and fre-
quent cutting tasks. Like its 
popular predecessor, it is a 
tough all-rounder capable 
of taking on any cutting 
challenge.

Double-sided slider
With the predecessor, the 
SECUNORM PROFI, there 
were both left and right 
handed models. With the 
modern successor, anyone 
can cut e�ectively – with 
the ability to change hands 
when the task requires it.

Tool-less blade change
Blade changing without 
tools. The SECUNORM 500 
comes with an intuitively 
operated blade change 
button. Press once to re-
move the blade carrier with 
its securely held blade.

Blade changing made easy
The blade cover remains in 
the required position when 
opened. The blade is then 
easy to access and is re-
moved using the bladeless 
edge, minimising the risk 
of injury.

The safety knife. With trapezoid blade.
Over 40 years ago the SECUNORM PROFI set standards in 
safety, robustness and ergonomics. Its successor goes sev-
eral steps further. For example, the new aluminium handle 
significantly improves handling and makes cutting easier, the 
new slider can be operated from both sides and the blade 
change has been made so much simpler. Apart from these 
improvements, the proven automatic blade retraction will 
continue to protect you from cutting injuries.

Videos

Product 
video Printing process Tampon print

Min. order quantity 100

Application

C
S

 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 50000412.92

Measurements (L x W x H) 143 x 16 x 36 mm

Basic material Aluminium

Weight 72.5 g

Weight per unit (single unit box) 86.0 g

ALL MODELS 

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

PRODUCT INFORMATION

STANDARD COLOURS

ORDER NO.

SECUNORM 500 with TRAPEZOID BLADE NO. 5232 NO. 50000412.92 
1 in single unit box (10 in multipack) 

SECUNORM 500 with TRAPEZOID BLADE NO. 65232 NO. 50000112.92 
1 in single unit box (10 in multipack)

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES
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SECUNORM 525
NO. 52500412.92

Robust handle
The aluminium handle is 
already familiar from the 
SECUNORM PROFI25. The 
handle and a newly devel-
oped plastic insert form a 
perfect team to ensure that 
your SECUNORM 525   
is equipped to meet even 
the toughest tasks.

Optimised slider
A firm hold and grip are 
typical MARTOR character-
istics. The SECUNORM 525 
is no di�erent. Its slider has 
a grooved structure and 
is especially large giving 
the ideal conditions for 
comfortable, "hands-on" 
work – even when wearing 
gloves.

Safe blade changing
The blade change button 
gives easy access to the 
blade, which is also held 
in place by a magnet. A 
further practical feature is 
that the blade cover can be 
lifted and locked in an open 
position.

Large cutting depth
The large cutting depth is 
ideal for thicker cardboard, 
material o� a roll, rubber 
and much more. But the 
SECUNORM 525 is not only 
very versatile, it can also 
be relied on for high fre-
quency cutting tasks.

Secure hold
For secure fastening, the 
SECUNORM 525 is equipped 
with a practical lanyard 
hole, another reason why 
it could become a constant 
companion. You then re-
duce risks two-fold: the 
risk of loss and the risk of 
cutting injuries.

A versatile tool – with great qualities. With trapezoid blade.
The SECUNORM 525 is a straightforward safety knife in every 
way. The ergonomic aluminium handle sits firmly and com-
fortably in the hand. Its robust design and large cutting depth 
of up to 21 mm means the SECUNORM 525 easily manages a 
variety of cutting materials, for example 3-ply cardboard. An 
unobstructed view of the blade also allows you to cut par-
ticularly precisely. In every task, the proven automatic blade 
retraction protects you from cutting injuries.

 

Videos

Product 
video Printing process Screen print, Tampon print

Min. order quantity 100

Application

C
S

 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 52500412.92

Measurements (L x W x H) 143 x 17 x 31 mm

Basic material Aluminium

Weight 81.0 g

Weight per unit (single unit box) 94.0 g

ALL MODELS 

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Back

PRODUCT INFORMATION

STANDARD COLOURS

ORDER NO.

SECUNORM 525 with TRAPEZOID BLADE NO. 99 NO. 52500412.92 
1 in single unit box (10 in multipack)

SECUNORM 525 with TRAPEZOID BLADE NO. 60099 NO. 52500112.92 
1 in single unit box (10 in multipack)

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES



Our ARGENTAX family contains all of the cutting 

tools that you know as cutters. You can almost 

always regulate the cutting depth and the blade 

retraction manually.
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ARGENTAX CUTTEX 9 MM
NO. 46100.98

Small, light, handy
The list could be contin-
ued endlessly. That's why 
the long plastic handle is 
rounded o� at many points 
to make handling it even 
more pleasant and com-
fortable for you.

Easy blade changing
Your own two hands are 
enough to assist you. Just 
pull o� the cap at the end 
of the handle, press the 
slider downwards and final-
ly towards the back and out 
of the handle. Remove the 
blade. Done.

Adjusts well
Cardboard box, cardboard, 
paper? It's all the same. 
You can flexibly adapt your 
cutter to the respective 
conditions with the adjust-
able blade extension. Don't 
overstress the snap-o� 
blade while doing so.

Help when breaking o�
Once your blade is worn 
out, just break o� the 
segment at the very front. 
The notch at the end of the 
handle will help you break 
it o�.

Practical pocket clip
It's good to have a use-
ful helper such as the 
 ARGENTAX CUTTEX 9 MM 
at hand, fast. You can 
attach it to your shirt or 
trouser pocket with the 
pocket clip and then you 
just have to reach out.

Classic cutter. With a 9 mm snap-o� blade.
Sharp, small, handy - the ARGENTAX CUTTEX 9 MM with a 
narrow snap-o� blade includes all the properties you would 
expect from a cutter. Ideal for easy cutting of cardboard 
 boxes, cardboard, paper and adhesive tape. The long, 
rounded o� handle fits very well in your hand while doing 
so. You can vary the blade extension as you wish. But, be 
careful: it's better not to extend the blade out completely 
when you are cutting.

Printing process Screen print, Tampon print

Min. order quantity 100

Application

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 46100.98

Measurements (L x W x H) 144.5 x 13 x 14 mm

Basic material Plastic

Weight 13.2 g

Weight per unit (50 in multipack)  709.9 g

ARGENTAX CUTTEX 9 MM with SNAP-OFF-BLADE NO. 76 NO. 46100.98 
loose (50 in multipack)

ARGENTAX CUTTEX 9 MM with SNAP-OFF-BLADE NO. 76 NO. 461.98 
loose (50 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

Back

PRODUCT INFORMATION

STANDARD COLOURS

ORDER NO.

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES
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ARGENTAX CUTTEX 18 MM
NO. 46200.98

Light and handy
The light plastic handle is 
ergonomically shaped. This 
means that it is round-
ed o� at many points to 
make handling even more 
pleasant and comfortable 
for you.

Easy blade changing
Your own two hands are 
enough to assist you. Just 
pull o� the cap at the end 
of the handle, press the 
slider downwards and final-
ly towards the back and out 
of the handle. Remove the 
blade. Done.

Adjusts well
Cardboard box, cardboard, 
paper? It's all the same. 
You can flexibly adapt your 
cutter to the respective 
conditions with the adjust-
able blade extension. Don't 
overstress the snap-o� 
blade while doing so.

With a snap-o� aid
Once your blade is worn 
out, just break o� the 
segment at the very front. 
The notch at the end of the 
handle will help you break 
it o�.

Practical pocket clip
It's good to have a use-
ful helper such as the 
 ARGENTAX CUTTEX 18 
MM at hand, fast. You can 
attach it to your shirt or 
trouser pocket with the 
pocket clip and then you 
just have to reach out.

Classic cutter. With an 18 mm snap-o� blade.
If you are looking for a mature cutter with a variable blade 
extension, the ARGENTAX CUTTEX 18 MM with a wide snap-
o� blade is a very good choice. Just like its narrow "brother," 
the ARGENTAX CUTTEX 9 MM, it fits very well into your hand. 
But it is not just useful for cutting cardboard boxes, cardboard 
or paper, but also adhesive and other types of tape. But be 
careful: it‘s better not to use a completely extended blade!

Printing process Screen print, Tampon print

Min. order quantity 100

Application

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 46200.98

Measurements (L x W x H) 178 x 18 x 26 mm

Basic material Plastic

Weight 41.0 g

Weight per unit (40 in multipack)  1808.0 g

ARGENTAX CUTTEX 18 MM with SNAP-OFF-BLADE NO. 77 NO. 46200.98 
loose (40 in multipack)

ARGENTAX CUTTEX 18 MM with SNAP-OFF-BLADE NO. 77 NO. 462.98 
loose (40 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

Back

PRODUCT INFORMATION

STANDARD COLOURS

ORDER NO.

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES

90% of original size
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ARGENTAX RAPID
NO. 594.98

Two functions
Ever had problems with a 
silicon cartridge? First of all, 
with the closed plug? And 
right after that, the spout 
opening, that is too nar-
row? The ARGENTAX RAPID 
can provide first class 
cutting in both cases.

For left and right handers
It makes no di�erence 
whether you are left or 
right handed when using 
the ARGENTAX RAPID. 
You will always work with 
the same precision. Any 
hand can take care of the 
 ARGENTAX RAPID.

Practical eyelet
You won't have to do with-
out it in this special cutting 
tool: the practical eyelet for 
attaching. So you can hang 
up the ARGENTAX RAPID 
safely, and always find it 
again.

Safe when you are on the go
The cutter has a protective 
cap to ensure that personal 
transporting is safe. It cov-
ers the pointed blade. The 
sharp edges of the second 
blade are best stored in the 
handle.

 
 

Two blades, one goal: silicon.
The ARGENTAX RAPID has found its purpose: silicon cartridg-
es. It has two blades to deal with them. One small pointed 
one, that you can use to scratch and cut open the plug. And 
a rectangular one which caps the spout opening like a guillo-
tine according to the thickness you require. Nothing can then 
come in the way of your actual work, such as renewing joints.

Application

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

Back

ARGENTAX RAPID NO. 594.98 
loose (10 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

Installed blades

The blades cannot be changed. 
POINTED BLADE: Blade thickness 0.30 mm. 
INDUSTRIAL BLADE: Blade thickness 0.50 mm.

Printing process Tampon print

Min. order quantity 100

 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

 PRODUCT INFORMATION

ORDER NO.

PRODUCT DETAILSNO. 594.98

Measurements (L x W x H) 131 x 15.5 x 43.5 mm

Basic material Plastic

Weight 42.5 g

Weight per unit (10 in multipack) 464.2 g

STANDARD COLOURS

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES



Labels and stickers, paint and varnish residues, 

adhesives, etc. always land up where they’re 

not wanted, e.g. on the floor, the wall or a work 

surface. Not a problem for a professional scraper 

from MARTOR.
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SCRAPEX CLEANY
NO. 544.98

Good handling
The end of the handle is 
rounded so that it doesn't 
press into your hand. The 
grooves on the slide and in 
the front handle area also 
make your work easier. 
And the integrated blade 
magazine is comfortable 
too.

Transport safely
You don't just release the 
blade with the slide but 
also pull it back into the 
handle. It remains tight and 
safe there - so that you can 
transport your cutting tool 
without any problems.

Easy blade changing
Changing blades is possible 
without tools. You press 
the slider as far as possi-
ble to the front with your 
hand and release the blade 
in this way. Now you can 
push it out to the side.

Practical eyelet
You do not have to do 
without the eyelet with the 
SCRAPEX CLEANY. You can 
just pull a strap through it 
and hang up the scraper 
wherever you need it.

For right and left
The SCRAPEX CLEANY fits 
into every hand, no mat-
ter whether it's your right 
or left hand. Because the 
handle has been shaped 
in such a balanced way 
that no type of handling is 
preferred or neglected.

What it does? Clean work.
Labels on the floor? Remains of materials tightly stuck? 
You can easily clean all smooth surfaces with the SCRAPEX 
 CLEANY. The handy scraper is made of plastic. You can push 
its blade out of the handle with the practical slider, and after 
use, push it back in again to store it safely. Blade changing is 
also as easy as pie.

Printing process Screen print

Min. order quantity 100

Application

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 544.98

Measurements (L x W x H) 105.5 x 11.5 x 50 mm

Basic material Plastic

Weight 35.0 g

Weight per unit (10 in multipack) 388.5 g

SCRAPEX CLEANY with REINFORCED RAZOR  
BLADE NO. 44 NO. 544.98 
loose (10 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Back

PRODUCT INFORMATION

STANDARD COLOURS

ORDER NO.

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES
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SCRAPEX ARGENTAX
NO. 46144.92

Especially ergonomic
Ergonomics is not the 
exception with us, but the 
rule. Even a scraper like the 
SCRAPEX ARGENTAX waits 
for you with a rounded 
handle, which you would 
gladly also hold for longer 
in you hand.

Large blade extension
There is comparatively a 
lot of blade available for a 
scraper. The advantage: 
You can reach between the 
surface and remains of the 
glue much more easily and 
can then remove it much 
more easily too.

Flexible to use
The SCRAPEX ARGENTAX 
is very suitable for flat 
scraping angles. So you can 
depend on your scraper 
even in di·cult situations.

For right and left
The SCRAPEX ARGENTAX 
fits into every hand. No 
matter whether it's your 
right or your left hand. 
Because the handle has 
been shaped in such a 
balanced way, that no type 
of handling is preferred or 
neglected.

Easy blade changing
And that completely with-
out a tool: you just have to 
push the blade to the side 
and take it out.

Top forming, top form.
It really feels good, the large, rounded handle of the SCRAPEX 
ARGENTAX. But even the performance of this classic scraper 
convinces. So you can free all smooth surfaces from residue 
and remains with it - no matter whether at work or at home. 
When you're done, push the protective cap over the blade, 
and everything is safe.

Printing process Screen print

Min. order quantity 100

Application

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT DETAILS NO. 46144.92

Measurements (L x W x H) 165 x 16.7 x 45 mm

Basic material Plastic

Weight 81.5 g

Weight per unit (single unit box) 95.5 g

SCRAPEX ARGENTAX with REINFORCED RAZOR  
BLADE NO. 44 NO. 46144.92 
1 in single unit box (30 in multipack)

ALL MODELS 

PRINTABLE SURFACE

Front

Back

PRODUCT INFORMATION

STANDARD COLOURS

ORDER NO.

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES

70% of original size
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You know exactly how your promotional knives should look. Now you 
want to hold them in your hands, use them yourself or give them away   
as gifts on the right occasions. 

We‘ll get them ready as soon as you send us the printing data and a 
 written order. This means we‘ll confirm the order, produce the knives as 
requested, and deliver as quickly as possible. Nothing stands in the way 
of safe cutting at your premises and maintaining good customer relations. 

MARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVESMARTOR PROMOTIONAL KNIVES

GET AN OVERVIEW.

All safety knives and accessories from MARTOR 
can be found in our safety knives catalogue. 
It contains interesting information about the 
MARTOR company, our services and our pas-
sion for safe cutting.

IMPRINT
Publisher & Copyright: 
MARTOR KG © 2021

Contact us by telephone, 
email or fax.

We will be happy to 
advise you or note your 
wishes straight away.

We deliver promptly.

Give it away or  
cut with it yourself.

Customers and sta�  
will be delighted!

Your promotional 
knife will be pro-
duced.

DON’T WAIT AGES.

CONTACT DETAILS

MARTOR KG | Lindgesfeld 28 | 42653 Solingen | Germany
T +49 212 73870-0 | F +49 212 73870-90 | info@martor.de | www.martor.com

THE REFINEMENT:
SERVICE AND ADVICE OF MARTOR.

What is it that makes our cutting solutions
even safer? Our advisory services. We are
always there for you and help you with
usage examples, training material and, of
course, personal assistance.

You will find further information on our 
website: www.martor.com

At a glance: the safety poster shows the 
most important functions and correct usage – 
perfect for your workplace.

From the first step to changing the blade: our 
videos give you a good impression how and for 
what you can use our cutting tools.

Everything you want to know: dimensions, 
properties, special features and more about 
our cutting tools can be found in the technical 
data sheet.

Any further questions?
Then please do not hesitate to contact our 
customer service team.

7.20.2.6 | Printed in Germany
Subject to technical changes.

MARTOR KG 
Lindgesfeld 28 
42653 Solingen 
Germany
www.martor.com

MARTOR products are available in more than 70 countries. In many 
countries we are represented by partner companies. Suppliers of MARTOR 
products located all over the world can be found at www.martor.com 
under “Distributors”.

EUROPE

MARTOR sàrl (Part of
MARTOR group of companies)
France
www.martor.fr

MARTOR UK Limited 
United Kingdom, Ireland
www.martor.co.uk

Akta Trading Holland B.V.
Netherlands
www.martor.nl

RONOX S.C. Joanna Rozanski -
Pawel Rozanski
Poland
www.ronox.pl

MARTOR Direct ESPANA, S.L.
Spain, Morocco, Portugal 
www.martor.com

Tomas Svitek - ARANGO
Czech Republic, Slovak Republic
www.arango.cz

PROTEKTOR 2001 Kft.
Hungary
www.protektor2001.hu

AUSTRALIA

MARTOR Australia
Australia, Federated States of 
Micronesia, Marshall Islands, 
Nauru, New Zealand, 
Palau, Papua New Guinea, 
Salomon Islands, Samoa, 
Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu
www.martoraustralia.com.au

AMERICA

MARTOR USA (Part of
MARTOR group of companies)
USA, Canada
www.martorusa.com

BIOSEIF SRL
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, 
Uruguay
www.bioseif.com.ar

Frago Corporativo S.A. de C.V.
Mexico, Colombia, Costa Rica, 
Ecuador, Guatemala, Peru, 
Venezuela
www.martor.com

ASIA

Magen-Optic Ltd.
Israel
www.magenoptic.co.il

Mira Is Sagligi Mak Enerji Ltd.Sti
Turkey
www.mirais.com.tr SA
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SAFETY KNIVES 
AND ACCESSORIES
2020/2021

MARTOR IS THE LEADING 
INTERNATIONAL PARTNER 
FOR INNOVATIVE CUTTING 
SOLUTIONS, ESPECIALLY 
IN THE AREA OF SAFETY 
KNIVES. THIS CATALOGUE 
PRESENTS OUR HIGH QUAL-
ITY RANGE OF PRODUCTS. 
THIS MEANS YOU NOT ONLY 
FIND OUT EVERYTHING YOU 
COULD POSSIBLY WANT TO 
KNOW ABOUT EACH INDI-
VIDUAL CUTTING TOOL, YOU 
ALSO RECEIVE ALL DATA 
AND FACTS THAT YOU NEED 
FOR TARGETED ORDERING.

WELCOME TO MARTOR

››   You can view the 
extensive table 
of contents here.              
Please flip open!

Do you want to stay informed?
Then follow us on:

SHMK_1_Umschlag_Bund8mm_2020.indd   6-10 20.07.2020   15:29:58



Technical features

Main cutting materials

Maximum safety Very high safety

High safety Basic safety

Very abra sion  
re sis tant

Abra sion re sis tant

Very ergonomic Ergonomic

For right- and 
lefthander

Lanyard hole

Cutting depth Ad justable cutt ing 
depth

Scrape width Safer blade change 
(with mag net)

Tool-less blade
change

Dis pos able knife

Soft-grip Safety lock

Clip Blade re tractable
 

Pro tec tion cap Tape split ter

Print able for pro mo-
tio n al pur pos es

Heavy-du ty

Vel cro Round ed-tip  
trape zoid blade

2-cutt ing edge 
blade

4-cutt ing edge 
blade

Stain less TiN-coat ed

Ce ram ic blade com-
pat i ble

Spare blades in 
knife body

Cardboard: 
1-ply

Cardboard:
up to 2-ply

Cardboard:
up to 3-ply

Bagged goods

Wrapping, stretch,
and shrink foil

Tape

Layers of foil  
or paper

Plastic strapping
band

Yarn, cord Foam, polystyrene

Textile, material Envelope

Coated film Laminated film

Fleece Felt

Leather Self-adhesive label

Ceramic glass  
cooker top

Dispensing nozzle

Safety belt Slabbing material
o� a roll

PVC Car pet



MARTOR KG | Lindgesfeld 28 | 42653 Solingen | Germany
T +49 212 73870-0 | F +49 212 73870-90 | info@martor.de | www.martor.com

PICTOGRAM LEGEND

Here you`ll find the legend
with our pictograms.
Please open!

ADVERTISING YOU CAN TOUCH.

Videos

Product video Training video 01.2021 | Printed in Germany.
Subject to technical changes.

Do you want to stay informed?
Then follow us on:

What makes our promotional knives so 
 appealing? This is our consulting service who 
will support you from the initial idea to the 
finished product.

And after that, we keep on supporting you. 
Our services and media help you and your 
customers to use our knives safely and 
 e·ciently.

You can find the following information on our
website: www.martor.com

At a glance: the safety poster shows the 
most important functions and correct usage – 
perfect for your workplace.

From the first step to changing the blade: our 
videos give you a good impression of how and 
for what you can use our cutting tools.

Everything you want to know: dimensions, 
properties, special features and more about  
our cutting tools can be found in the technical 
data sheet.

Any further questions?
Then please do not hesitate to contact our
customer service team. 




